To Mr. George Byrne.
Whereas James Bland Jun. hath informed that there are about one hundred
and fifty acres of unsurveyed warrants lands in the County of Prince William between Mr. Champ, Fielder, Parker, and Deen, Baker, and Bright Orphans and Bland, and desiring to have a survey of the same in order to have a Deed.

There are to empower the said George Byrne to make a true and accurate survey of the said warrants lands provided the said Bland hath paid for the same it is requisite you to make a correct plot thereof, describing the corners, distances, poles, also the bounding lines of the several parcels and circumventing adjacent or where you think not or any parcel, line then you are to continue your course so as to make your plot a square or parallelgram as may be a return whereof this warrant you are to give into the office any time before the 24th of June next ensuing Given under my hand and seal of the first office this 20th day of November 1761.

Wm. Maryb.
By virtue of a warrant from the proprietors office, have surveyed for James Blundell, of the County of Prince William, one certain parcel of land situate in the said County on the 10th side of Camp's Mill branch.

Beginning at a Beech Corner to the P. Champ and extending with the P. Champ line S. W. forty right pole to D. A. White Oak by a path Side Corner to the P. Champ and the Rivers of Broom, thence with this line N. W. one hundred thirty-two pole to C. Brown Corner. One hundred pole to E. A. red Oak on a hill. thence N. O. W. one hundred fifteen pole F. A. red oak N. E. Champs Branch thence up the P. Branch S. E. ten pole N. E. thirteen pole S. W. twenty pole S. W. seventy-six pole S. W. thirty-eight pole S. W. twenty pole S. E. fourteen pole to the line of P. Champ, thence with this line W. Thirty two pole to the first Boggs containing one hundred 50 acres. Surveyed 15th day of December 1741 Will Blundell and Richard Daives sworn by Geo. Eugene

[Signature]
Jame Bland Jan 14
Plat for 100 Acre
by J. Byrnes
Deed tran.